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Hook: The next generation of 2D platformers, utilising silence, agility, and cunning as you explore a
gorgeous universe brought to life through kabuki theatre and Japanese legends, all as you creatively
eliminate your targets and explore the world through devious strategy, tactical stealth, and adrenaline
pumping demon-fused combat.
Description: Relive the knightly adventure and daring tale of Prince Yamato Take as you discover what it
truly feels to be the prodigal second son of Emperor Keiko.
From his childhood, he proved himself to be of remarkable
strength, wisdom, and courage, utilise each of these as you
outwit your opponents in a world of gorgeous and stylised
scenery.
Invade various enemy outposts, command your army, and
make powerful allies, all of which allow you to outsmart,
overcome, and annihilate infamous targets as you unlock
entirely new ways to approach the game, unlocking new
tools, techniques, and dialogue options as you gain the love
and respect of the Emperor himself.
Features:
Japanese Fairy Tale Inspired - Embrace the role of the fabled
Yamato Take originating from the olden tale; The Story of
Prince Yamato Take.
Progressive Visual Novel - New challenges and rewards
through a visual novel section before each level as each dialogue option, relationship, and choice push
you closer to be the ultimate Emperors second hand.
Completionist Alternate Sandbox - Each level has multiple score
challenges, optional objectives and hidden targets all for the player to
explore and figure out.
Actions with Meaning - The world reacts and adapts to how you play.
Interact with NPCs, investigate and interrogate as you discover more
about the world you’ve been placed in, influencing and adapting the
lives of every unit there.

Call to Action: Embrace the silent shadows on the journey through
Japanese nobility.

